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1. Introduction

Let w:f(z) be a sense preserving homeomorphism of a Riemann surface S.
onto a Riemann surface 52, z, w denoting local parameters, and let p(w) be a weight
function, q(w)=0, IIr"e@) dudu:I (w:uIiu). Let us assume that f€9,
and. q(7s, where the members of the classes F and go are sufficiently nice so that
the Douglas-Dirichlet functional

eovl : !! r,{lf,P+lful\ e(ft'\) ax av (z : xiiv),

makes sense. If .4 is a class of qc (quasiconformal) mappings the maximal dilatation
Klfl is finite for each f€9.In the theory of extremal qc mappings one is concerned
with the infinum,

(1.1) Kä: ]t|xLfl,
typically when all f€.F belongto a given homotopy class. Motivated by the fact that
the ess sup norm by which f<[/] is defined has technical disadvantages one may ask
whether the number K* can be determined by extremal problems invol/rng finite
order means; in particular, we may ask whether the functional 9ocan beused to
determine K*. This idea is not new. In fact, partly on the basis of heuristic consider-
ations, Gerstenhaber and Rauch [4] were led to formulate the following principle:

i!g.]tLo,n: i\t* "a.t)
In [4], Gerstenhaber and Rauch had mainly compact Riemann surfaces in mind for
the domain and range of the mappings. At approximately the same time the funda-
mental paper of Ahlfors [] provided a rigorous foundation to the theory of qc map-
pings; including the extremal problem (1.1), from an approach quite different from
that of [4]. Some work in the directions suggested by [4] was however taken up by a
number of writers, e.g. [8, 12, 137. The survey article [3] contains an extensive compila:
tion of relevant literature. See also the recent paper [6].
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Our contributions shall be for the case when St and 52 are the unit disk U, and

when F is determined as follows. Let H denote a homeomorphism of 0U onto 0U
that is realizable as the restrict ion ftlau of some qc mapping, w :fr(z), of [/ onto U.

Then F shall be the family Q@) of qc mappings of [/ onto U such that fluo:p.
The following notation is standard:

tue):t,
ktft

kr(z): lpr4)|, DyQ) -r,+?tt! : l,*l*Wt' r- kr(z) lJ"l-lfrl 
)

- .rt3#p kr@), KVi : .tt3#P Dyk).

We shall denote Kä<"> by K*, for short. As the class 9o, we shall take the class I
of measurable funCtions q(w), S(v,)=O, I I o p(w) du du:I.

Acknowledgement. This work was carried out during the period of a visit at the

ETH Ziirich. During its course the author benefitted from a number of discussions

with Dr. Richard Fehlmann. Specifically, the author owes the present version and a

corresponding part of the proof of Theorcm2.l to Fehlmann, which made it possible

to formulate Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. with reference to the class Q(ä), instead of a
previously weaker version in which the subclass Qt(H) of K-qc mappings (K>K*)
had been used.

2. L class of variational Problems

Since

it is clear that

(2.r)

:::' TT,

inf suo f f
f (Q(H) a€b J J u

,i{@)l[ "G(DrQDeQ) 
dx dY -G(K*)'

Ktfl DrQ)eQ) dx dy,

Dr(z)ee) dx dy : K*

we will see (Theorem 2.2) that the operations, inf, sup, in (2.1) can be reversed.

This fact is non-trivial, and, in a somewhat generalized form, is the import of the

following result.

Theorem 2.1, Let G(t), t=1, be an increasing conoex function of t. Then

(2.2) sup
a€g

Pr.oof. Let zjn:ezniiln, i:1,2, ..,,n, n:4r5,6, ..., and let ltir:HoZio.
It is known [5] that there exists a qc mappine f"Q) of t/ onto Uwith the following
properties: 

_-__:__

f,Qp): win; Pr.Q) : k,ffi'
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Here k, is a non-negative constant, and E,Q) is holomorphic in U.

(2.3) -![ ulv"{')l dx ity : 1.

Moreover, [9, Section 3.3],

(2.4) ]iyx,: x* (*,: ft)
Furthermore, according to [9, Theorem 71,

(2.5) z1["x"ffidxdt,+!!o+ffiw,e\ldxdu> Kn,

for every feQ@). From (2.5) we deduce that

II oor(,\l*,(z)l dx o, : y1,ffiW,e)l dx dy > Kn.

In view of (2.3), Jensen's inequality implies that

I I, o @, fu>)lE,e)l dx dy > e ll ! u 
o, {z) lE,e)l d x d yl = G (K,),

for all feQ(H), and n:1,2,3,.... Since lE"l€?,

sup inf fire1or1"1)pQ)dxdy = G(K)t n:1,2,....
oqb r <a(n

Due to the continuity of G, and condition (2.4), it therefore follows that

(2.6) 
Zin,.riblrll,G(o/))p(z)itxdy = c(K).

To obtain an inequality in the other direction, choose f:f*, so that Klf*'l:K*,
f.(Q(H). Since D1-(z)=K* a.e., and since G is increasing,

II,e@nt4)pQ) itx itv 
= II oo'x\nQ) itx itv : G(K*')'

Hence,

,i{rril rG(D!(z))Qe) dx dv = G(K*), for all q<s'

Theorem 2.2. Let 0olfl denote the Douglas-Dirichlet functional,

(2.7) eolfl : II rqr"r +v,1,) q(f() dx dy (f€Q(H), Qs).

Then, the principle of Gerstenhaber-Rauch holds; that is,

(2.s) 
l?g ,i{*,s,tf t : +[". * *)



!*of.Let z:g(w) be the mapping inverse to w:f(r). Let

G(t) : (U2)(t+Ut),
so that

G@n@)):w#:ffi,
and

!! oe(o,{w))e@) itu du

: r.(,ffiffi e(ftz1)1171'-lf'l') dx dY : envT'

We apply Theorem 2.1to Q(H-l). Since K* is the same for ä-l as for H,the result
follows.

3. Harmonic quasiconformal mappings

If 1is the identity mapping with domain DU, and if F<QQ), f(Q(H), then

f:foF-L(Q(ä). As a computation shows, the corresponding variation of glfl
is [a]

6s,lf I : enl.fj- solfl : , y rffif), p(f () dy dy
Fzl - lrzl

-o*"11,fiffiq(f()dxdy.
If 

F@):z*d.(z)+o(e), 1(z)l2rr:0,

then, formally,

ös nlfl : - 4 Re [' I I,tE e (f @) t, dx dyJ* o(e).

This leads to the expectation that if there are mappings f€Q@) for which
inf1EsallDq[/] is attained, then such mappingsl) necessarily satisfy

(3.1) f,f,pU@): E@) for a.a. z€(1,

wherc EQ) is holomorphic in U.

One refers to a homeomorphism/satisfving (3.1) as a harmonic mapping relative
to the weight function q. We shall assume that E is not identically 0.

472 Eocln Rercn

1) In [ 1l the assertion is made that if K> K*, then inf lOolfl: f €Qu@)] is attained for a
mapping / satisfying (3.1). However, the reasoning involves the Hahn-Banach theorem in a man-
ner for which justification is missing, thereby leaving [], Theorem 6] open to doubt.

I
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Theorgm 3.1. Suppose e€9, and f(z), z€U, is a qc mapping. If f is a harmonic
mapptng relatiue to g, and the holomorphic function q is defined by (3.1), then

(3.2) ft(z): kr@)ffi, k1@) = o a.e.,

and

ll,ffidxdY < @'

mined by (3.1).

Proof. To deduce necessity let q (z) be

E@) - a(f @))8f,, and

Therefore, (3.2) holds, and k7Q)>0 a.e.

(3.3)

Conuersely, if ItrQ) has the form (3.2), where EQ) is holomorphic in U and satisfies
(3.3), thm f is a harmonic mapping relathse to anormalized weight function q deter-

defined by (3.1). Then,

lE@)l: a(f@))lf",ful.

Also,

-tr,n:+#@@)t
Hence,

(3.4) r: IIop@)du* : II,WlEe)ldxdy,
so that (3.3) follows. Conversely,tf (3.2) and (3.3) hold, one defines q by

e(ftd): tr(2 
.f,f,'

Since (3.3) holds, and 0=k/z)=klfl=1, we can normalize E@) so that (3.4) is
satisfied. !

For a harmonic qc mapping/belonging to Q(H),with k/z) constant, it is

easily verified that golfl:Ql2)(K*+UK*)) for all p(9. Such a mapping is of
course just a Teichmiiller map corresponding to a quadratic differential with finite
norm, so that [14] KlfT:K* in this case. It is natural to ask what the most general
harmonic qc fi with Kl.fol:K* can be. The next theorem implies that, under a

uniqueness hypothesis, there are in fact no possibilities other than the classical
Teichmiiller case.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose f is a qc mapptng of U with complex dilatation of the

form (3.2), where <p(z) is holomorphicz) in U. If f is the unique mapping in Q(H) such
that Klfl:K*, then

k/z): k.: #+ a.e.

q(f(r))t(ft)): hV,r

') Note that the assumption I I " 
lq @)l dx dy< oo is not required.
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Before proceeding with the proof we require a preliminary fact:

Lemmas). Suppose f<Q(H), where H:flau, and

1t1Q): k1@), z(U.

If Klfl:K* then kyQ)=k*:(K*-l)/(K*+l).

Proof. Assume that k/z)=k* on a set of positive measure. Since K[/]:6*,
there exists [5,9] a sequence lE"Q)] of functions holomorphic in U, with

I I olE"k)ldx dY:1, such that

(3.5)

Since lprQ)l=k*,
(3.6)

Now,

! [, u,v, dx dv : II 
"(r, 

- *) v,a* dv ++ I I 
" 

E, dx dv

: I I,(o' u' - *) E'Q) itx dY * 5'''o''
But,

I I,lu,sr-*l,r,un itx itv = t il,@,(z)t dx d), : L,

and, by (3.6), lim9"(0):0. This produces a contradiction with (3'5).

Proof of Theorem 3.2. We have

ess slrp k1(z) : k* for every disk D, D c U;
z€ D'

otherwise, the uniqueness of/could be contradicted by constructing a variation of/
within D.Let 7:{z€U: E@):01. Suppose zo(2. Let us consider a neighbour-

hood V of zoin which (: AQ): I @ at is schlicht, and such that aL(V')is a disk
t. ln t, foQ,-t has complex dilatation

x(O: kr(o-'(A).

According to the Lemma, then, unless k1Q)=k* in V, tllrerc exists a K-qc mapping
g of V, with the boundary values of f oi[-L, and K=K*. This would imply that
g o @ is a K-qc mapping of Z with the boundary values of f, and hence the unique-
ness hypothesis for / would again be contradicted. We conclude that every point
zo(LI\Z possesses a neighbourhood in whtch k/z):k* a.e. Since Z has measure

zero, this is readily seen to imply that ky@)=k* a.e. in U. D

8) This is a special case of [2, Theorem 2]. For convenience of the reader we have included a
proof here.

lim II, prQ)E,@) dx dy : k*.

this is possible (cf. e.g. [0], Corollary of Lemma 0.3) only if

"li.tl 
E"Q) - 0 locally uniformly in U.
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We note that there do exist examples of harmonic qc mappings f of U for which

Klfl:K*, but where k/z)=k* on a set of positive measure. Such examples can be

constructed with e.g. the help of the known example of [1a] of a case where p(II)
contains distinct mappings / for which Klfl:X*.
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